introduction to bs8110 design worked examples 13 square or circular loaded areas to ensure clarity and conformity this manual and related design procedures work strictly within the guidelines of the now withdrawn bs8110 part 1 an bs 8110 design preface, the cantilever retaining wall shown below is backfilled with granular material having a unit weight of 19 knm 3 and an internal angle of friction of 30 assuming that the allowable bearing pressure of the soil is 120 knm 2 the, mar 09 2020 by r l stine free pdf beam design bs 8110 example introduction to bs8110 design worked examples 13 square or circular loaded beam to col umn junctions and within footings and foundation slabs the linkstudpsr system comprises short lengths of carbon steel deformed bar bs, flat slab system is an important division of concrete floor system a civil engineer must know all the aspects regarding the flat floor system here we have tried to gather various reading materials available in the web about flat slab floor system in one place these materials are originally located at different websites, flat slabs 5 in an interior span negative design moment 0 65 m0 positive design moment 0 35 m0 in an end span interior negative design moment 0 75 010 1 1 1 n mm o q ppac m0 positive design moment 0 63 0 28 1 1 0 1 n mm o q ppac m exterior negative design moment 0 65 1 1 0 1 n mm o q ppac m where ac is the ratio of, slab design bs 8110 slab design how to determine ultimate load for slabs how to check for deflection in slabs how to calculate for dead load how to calculate for lever arm basics of slab design how can i design a 2 way spanning slab, project flat slab analysis amp design in accordance with bs8110 part 1 1997 job ref section civil amp geotechnical engineering 1 calc by dr c sachpazis date 18 01 2014 chk d by date app d by 1 flat slab design to bs8110 part 1 1997 slab geometry span of slab in x direction span x 7200 mm span of slab in y direction span y 7200 mm, the slab in question is the 1st floor slab i have named the two plate reinforcement types ec2 and bs model should run with no errors warnings combinations are no 200 uls and 100 and 105 sls thanks again david, design of continuous beam and slab footing using bs 8110 1 1997 reinforced concrete beams at ultimate flexural limit state phillips consulting ers ltd a forum for civil shear enhancement supports in rc beams beam design exle bs 8110 new images related related posts, 3 3 step by step design procedure for slabs step 1 analysis carry out
analysis follow section 3 1 2 note one way spanning slabs should be treated as beams of unit width and chapter 2 should be followed except for minimum shear reinforcement step 2 design forces draw panel of slab and indicate maximum design moments shears and in, slab design to bs 8110 1985 spreadsheet slab design to bs 8110 1985 spreadsheet download link slab design to bs 8110 1985 spreadsheet download link more from my site illumination calculation spreadsheet head loss pump calculation toggle navigation about us disclaimer, example on the analysis and design of continuous slab and beam footing per bs 8110 1 1997, one way slab design example a reinforced concrete slab is built integrally with its supports and consists of equal span of 15 ft the service live load is 100 psf and 4000 psi concrete is specified for use with steel with a yield stress equal to 60000 psi design the slab following the provisions of the aci code, design of slab examples and tutorials by sharifah maszura syed mohsin example 2 continuous one way slab figure 1 shows a clear area of 12 m x 8 5 m for a hall construction in a school the slab is supported on beams of size 225 x 500 mm spaced at 4 0 m centers the slab thickness is to be designed as 150 mm given, two way restrained slab table 3 14 bending moment coefficients for two way restrained slab ref bs 8110 part 1 1997 shear force for two way restrained slab and actions on supporting beams table 3 15 shear force coefficients for restrained two way slab ref bs 8110 part 1 1997 13 0 cracking rules for slab 21, beam design can be done for different codes depending on specific requirement before designing a beam first need to find the bending moments and shear forces of the beam section through a analysis bs 8110 part 01 is one of the most commonly used standard and the method expressed in the code can be understood very easily compared guides, design of ribbed slab h b s by safe according to b s 8110 ribbed slab example duration 1 57 haja tenneh 43 278 views 1 57 how inverters work working principle rectifier, design of reinforced concrete slab b maximum spacing of reinforcement the maximum clear spacing given in table 3 30 and clause 3 12 11 bs 8110 apply to bars in beams when a maximum likely crack width of 0 3 mm is acceptable an the cover to reinforcement does not exceed 50 mm and are similar to beams except that for thin slabs or if the, beam analysis and design to bs 8110 1985 excel sheet download link slab design to bs 8110 1985 spreadsheet column analysis and design to bs 8110 1985 spreadsheet popular posts engineering spreadsheets 30 december 2017 off prestressed concrete girder design for bridge structure spreadsheet, reinforced concrete design to bs8110 structural design 1 lesson 5 5 4 3 1 worked example a simply supported beam has an
effective span of 9 m and supports loads as shown determine suitable dimensions for the effective depth and width of the beam with 9 m q 20 kn m g 15 kn mk k from the table of span d for initial sizing span d d span mm, minimum depth of 2 way slab for deflection control according to aci 318 1963 hmin inner perimeter of slab panel 180 90 mm example design the 4 marked slab panels of an ordinary house use us customary bars fc 17 25 mpa fy 300 mpa analysis and design of slabs two way solution panel edge conditions analysis and design of, 3 5 3 flow charts for slab design using bs 8110 39 3 5 4 flow charts for slab design using eurocode 2 42 4 result and discussion 45 4 1 introduction 45 4 2 challenges 45 4 3 software development 46 4 4 data erroneous 47 4 5 manual calculation and excel comparison 47 4 6 user manual 48 4 7 computerized design procedures 51 4 8 slab design using, design examples charts are included with design of slabs flexible pile caps and footings to make distinctions between the equations quoted from the code and the equations derived in this manual the former will be prefixed by ceqn and nevertheless worked examples are enclosed in appendix b based on, ribbed joist hollow pot amp waffle slab design to bs 8110 mr asish seeboo 8 1 2 waffle slab design 1 2 1 introduction similar to one way slab it is seen that the weight of a solid two way slab can be appreciably reduced by eliminating portions of concrete from the tensile zones without affecting the structural integrity of the the slab, slab design is comparatively easy when compared with the design of other elements the first stage of the design is finding the bending moment of the slab panels depending on the boundary condition and the properties of the slabs methods of finding bending moment is expressed in the bs 8110 part 01 as follows one way spanning slabs, to have a minimal length the design shear force can be reduced to account for the loads applied inside the outer perimeter this effect is neglected as a safe estimate in this example the calculating value of the effective depth d v is equal to the effective depth d minus the concrete cover c on the bottom surface of the slab 204 30 174 vout, title microsoft word sachpazis raft foundation design analysis amp design calculation according to bs 8110 1 1997 doc author costas created date, this work provides designers familiar with bs 8110 with a guide to m eeting the requirements of eurocode 2 and its national application document during the pre standard or env period it comprises 11 worked examples with commentary and an appendix that includes design aids, i do not know where to look for an example of a design of a simply supported slab per bs 8110 however in addition to self weight consisting of all permanent loads live loads have to be added depending the length to width ratio
the bending mom, design of the footing cantilever slab portion per meter strip note that the bending moment in the slab is maximum at the face of the column in this case at the face of the upstand beams width of the upstand beam 500mm 0.5m hence moment arm j xx 1 1 0 5 2 0 30 m, a short tutorial showing how the main reinforcement in a simply supported slab is designed using ec2 a second video shows how the shear resistance of the sl, cantilever slabs are a typical one way slabs they are projections from wall face of lintel beams or floor slabs even while designing they are considered as one slabs with cantilever fixed or continuous at supports the trial depth is selected based on span depth ratio of 7 as in is 456, the information provided in bs 5400 is very useful and it covers almost all the different cases that could arise when we design slabs pile caps flat slabs footings raft foundations distance to the critical shear perimeter is considered as 1.5d in bs 5400 part 4 bs 8110 is also considered the same shear perimeter, the purpose of this publication is to apply the principles of limit stale design given in bs 8110 by means of a simple worked example for a reinforced concrete building frame the calculations and details are presented in a form suitable for design office purposes and are generally in accordance with the following plications, civil engineering design 1.11 dr c caprani 2.2 example 1 ultimate behavior of one way spanning slab linear elastic analysis also note that we work out the total work done on the whole slab and not just per metre we need to do this for irregular shaped slabs civil engineering design 1.18 dr c caprani, design examples charts are included with manual for design of slabs pile caps and footings nevertheless worked examples are enclosed in appendix a based on empirical approach in accordance with the australian new zealand code as nzs 1170.2 2011 the australian new zealand code is the, slabs and flat slabs lecture 5 19 th october 2016 contents lecture 5 designing for shear in slabs including punching shear detailing solid slabs flat slab design includes flexure worked example exercise punching shear ec2 webinar autumn 2016 lecture 5 2 designing for shear in slabs and is similar to bs 8110 methods, a typical example may be a precast t beam moment of inertia in normal slab and beam or framed construction torsional rigidity of rc normal requirement as per clause 3.2.1.2.2 of bs 8110 part 1 1985 111 2 2 3 redistribution of moments 2 2 3 1 continuous beams, one way simply supported slab analysis and design of the slab similar to design of simply supported beam as indicate in the previous chapter for 1m slab width moment shear force one way continuous slab for continuous slab moment and shear force can be obtained from table 3.12 bs 8110 if the following conditions applied, this structural design process has
been carried out under use of bs8110 design code of practice especially computations have been made by use of bs 8110 based spreadsheets publication produced by the reinforced concrete council rcc as part of its project spreadsheets for concrete design to bs 8110 and ec2, this is not an example of the work produced by our current practice of the design of reinforced concrete flat slab systems general code of practice of aci 318 ec2 and bs 8110 requirements are presented along with the brief of the aci direct design method ec2 bs8110 simplified coefficient method equivalent frame method yield line, after obtaining the concrete beam and slab design results of 4 tables 30 cases graphs will be produced to compares the results of bs 8110 and ec2 the value of bending moment and shear force are always lower for ec2 due to the partial safety factors which are lower than the one used by bs 8110 material safety factor for bs8110 is lower as, this spreadsheet performs an analysis and design of two way spanning reinforced concrete slab design is in accordance with bs 8110 1 1997 bending moments coefficiens have been taking from the bs code the equations for the analysis have been obtained from the reinforced concrete designer s handbook by reynolds and steedman, in the eurocodes the analysis of flat slab is the same as that recommended in bs 8110 according to clause 3 7 2 7 of bs 8110 the simplified method can be used for flat slabs that the lateral stability is not dependent on the slab and columns provided that the following conditions are met, bs 8110 is a code of practice for the structural use of concrete the relevant committee of the british standards institute considers that there is no need to support bs 8110 as the department for communities and local government have indicated that eurocode 2 is acceptable for design according to the building regulations, design of reinforced concrete structures ii two way slabs 8 c cross sectional constant defines torsional properties c x smallest dimension in the section of edge beam y largest dimension in the section of edge beam note the c relation is applicable directly for rectangular section only but when used for l shape beams we should divide it to two rectangular sections and find c
Design Manual to BS8110 LinkStud PSR
September 13th, 2020 - Introduction to BS8110 design worked examples 13 Square or circular loaded areas To ensure clarity and conformity this manual and related design procedures work strictly within the guidelines of the now withdrawn BS8110 part 1 An BS 8110 Design Preface

Example 3 16 Design of a cantilever retaining wall BS 8110
September 14th, 2020 - The cantilever retaining wall shown below is backfilled with granular material having a unit weight ? of 19 kNm ?3 and an internal angle of friction ? of 30° Assuming that the allowable bearing pressure of the soil is 120 kNm ?2 the

Beam Design Bs 8110 Example
September 5th, 2020 - By R L Stine Free PDF Beam Design Bs 8110 Example introduction to bs8110 design worked examples 13 square or circular loaded beam to column junctions and within footings and foundation slabs the linkstudpsr system comprises short lengths of carbon steel deformed bar bs

Flat Slab Analysis Design and Detailing pdf Civil
September 12th, 2020 - Flat slab system is an important division of concrete floor system A civil engineer must know all the aspects regarding the flat floor system Here we have tried to gather various reading materials available in the web about flat slab floor system in one place These materials are originally located at different websites

DESIGN OF FLAT SLABS LinkedIn SlideShare
September 14th, 2020 - Flat Slabs 5 In an interior span Negative Design Moment 0 65 M0 Positive Design Moment 0 35 M0 In an end span Interior negative design moment 0 75 010 1 1 L N MM O Q PPac M0 Positive design moment 0 63 0 28 1 1 0 L N MM O Q PPac M Exterior negative design moment 0 65 1 1 0 L N MM O Q PPac M where ac is the ratio of

Tutorial Steps In The Design Of A 2 Way Spanning Slab
September 12th, 2020 - Slab design BS 8110 slab design how to determine ultimate load for slabs how to check for deflection in slabs how to calculate for dead load how to calculate for lever arm basics of slab design how can I design a 2 way spanning slab

FLAT SLAB DESIGN TO BS8110 PART 1 1997
September 10th, 2020 - Project Flat Slab Analysis amp Design In accordance with BS8110 PART 1 1997 Job Ref Section Civil amp Geotechnical Engineering 1 Calc by Dr C Sachpazis Date 18 01 2014 Chk d by Date App d by 1 FLAT SLAB DESIGN TO BS8110 PART 1 1997 Slab geometry Span of slab in x direction Span x 7200 mm Span of slab in y direction Span y 7200 mm

RC Design to BS8110 vs BS EN1992 Autodesk Community
July 5th, 2020 - The slab in question is the 1st floor slab I have named the two plate reinforcement types EC2 and BS Model should run with no errors warnings Combinations are no 200 ULS and 100 and 105 SLS Thanks again David

Beam Design Example Bs 8110 New Images Beam
September 2nd, 2020 - Design of continuous beam and slab footing using bs 8110 1 1997 reinforced concrete beams at ultimate flexural limit state phillips consulting ers ltd a forum for civil shear enhancement supports in rc beams beam design exle bs 8110 new images Related Related Posts

Reinforced Concrete Analysis and Design
September 10th, 2020 - 3 3 STEP BY STEP DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR SLABS Step 1 Analysis Carry out analysis follow Section 3 1 2 Note One way spanning slabs should be treated as beams of unit width and Chapter 2 should be followed except for minimum shear reinforcement Step 2 Design forces Draw panel of slab and indicate maximum design moments shears and in

Slab Design to BS 8110 1985 Spreadsheet
September 9th, 2020 - Slab Design to BS 8110 1985 Spreadsheet Slab Design to BS 8110 1985 Spreadsheet Download Link Slab Design to BS 8110 1985 Spreadsheet Download Link More from my sitellumination Calculation
EXAMPLE ON THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS SLAB AND BEAM FOOTING PER BS 8110 1 1997

One Way Slab Design Procedure With Example Design Of One
September 13th, 2020 - One Way Slab Design Example A reinforced concrete slab is built integrally with its supports and consists of equal span of 15 ft. The service live load is 100 psf and 4000 psi concrete is specified for use with steel with a yield stress equal to 60000 psi. Design the slab following the provisions of the ACI code.

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN 1 Design of Slab Examples and Tutorials by Sharifah Maszura Syed Mohsin Example 2 Continuous one way slab Figure 1 shows a clear area of 12 m x 8.5 m for a hall construction in a school. The slab is supported on beams of size 225 x 500 mm spaced at 4.0 m centers. The slab thickness is to be designed as 150 mm. Given

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN TO EC2
September 13th, 2020 - Two way Restrained Slab Table 3 14 Bending moment coefficients for two way restrained slab Ref BS 8110 Part 1 1997 Shear Force for Two way Restrained Slab and Actions on Supporting Beams Table 3 15 Shear force coefficients for restrained two way slab Ref BS 8110 Part 1 1997 13 0 CRACKING RULES FOR SLAB 21

Beam Design to BS 8110 Civil Engineering Community
July 2nd, 2020 - Beam design can be done for different codes depending on specific requirement. Before designing a beam, first need to find the bending moments and shear forces of the beam section through a analysis. BS 8110 part 01 is one of the most commonly used standard and the method expressed in the code can be understood very easily compared guides.

Design of Ribbed Slab H B S by SAFE according to B S 8110
July 30th, 2020 - Design of Ribbed Slab H B S by SAFE according to B S 8110 Ribbed Slab Example Duration 1 57 Haja Tenneh 43 278 views 1 57 How Inverters Work Working principle rectifier

Reinforced slab LinkedIn SlideShare
September 13th, 2020 - DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB b Maximum Spacing of Reinforcement The maximum clear spacing given in Table 3 30 and Clause 3 12 11 BS 8110 apply to bars in beams when a maximum likely crack width of 0.3 mm is acceptable. The cover to reinforcement does not exceed 50 mm and are similar to beams except that for thin slabs or if the

Beam Analysis and Design to BS 8110 1985 Excel Sheet
September 11th, 2020 - Beam Analysis and Design to BS 8110 1985 Excel Sheet Download Link Slab Design to BS 8110 1985 Spreadsheet Column Analysis and Design to BS 8110 1985 Spreadsheet Popular posts Engineering Spreadsheets 30 December 2017 Off Prestressed Concrete Girder Design for Bridge Structure spreadsheet

Reinforced Concrete Design to BS8110 Structural Design 1
September 12th, 2020 - Reinforced Concrete Design to BS8110 Structural Design 1 – Lesson 5 5 4 3 1 Worked example A simply supported beam has an effective span of 9 m and supports loads as shown. Determine suitable dimensions for the effective depth and width of the beam 9 m q 20 kN m g 15 kN mk k From the table of Span d for initial sizing Span d d Span mm

Analysis and Design of Slabs Two Way Civil Engineers PK
September 12th, 2020 - Minimum Depth of 2 Way Slab for Deflection Control According to ACI 318 1963 hmin inner perimeter of slab panel 180° ? 90 mm Example Design the 4 marked slab panels of an ordinary house. Use US customary bars fc’ 17 25 MPa fy 300 MPa Analysis and Design of Slabs Two Way Solution Panel Edge Conditions Analysis and Design of

COMPARISON OF SLAB DESIGN BETWEEN BS 8110 AND EUROCODE 2
Manual for Design and Detailings of Reinforced Concrete to
September 14th, 2020 - Design examples charts are included with design of slabs flexible pile caps and footings To make distinctions between the equations quoted from the Code and the equations derived in this Manual the former will be prefixed by Ceqn and Nevertheless worked examples are enclosed in Appendix B based on

Structural Design 2 Ribbed Joist Hollow Pot amp Waffle
September 12th, 2020 - Ribbed Joist Hollow Pot amp Waffle Slab Design to BS 8110 Mr Asish Seeboo 8 1 2 Waffle Slab Design 1 2 1 Introduction Similar to one way slab it is seen that the weight of a solid two way slab can be appreciably reduced by eliminating portions of concrete from the tensile zones without affecting the structural integrity of the the slab

Slab Design to BS 8110 Structural Guide
September 14th, 2020 - Slab design is comparatively easy when compared with the design of other elements The first stage of the design is finding the bending moment of the slab panels Depending on the boundary condition and the properties of the slabs methods of finding bending moment is expressed in the BS 8110 Part 01 as follows One way spanning slabs

Punching of flat slabs Design example
September 13th, 2020 - to have a minimal length The design shear force can be reduced to account for the loads applied inside the outer perimeter This effect is neglected as a safe estimate In this example the calculating value of the effective depth d_v is equal to the effective depth d minus the concrete cover c on the bottom surface of the slab 204 30 174 vout

Sachpazis Raft Foundation Design Analysis amp Design
September 11th, 2020 - Title Microsoft Word Sachpazis Raft Foundation Design Analysis amp Design Calculation according to BS 8110 1 1997 doc Author Costas Created Date

PDF Download Examples Of The Design Of Reinforced
September 14th, 2020 - This work provides designers familiar with BS 8110 with a guide to meeting the requirements of Eurocode 2 and its national application document during the pre standard or ENV period It comprises 11 worked examples with commentary and an appendix that includes design aids

Where can I find information on the design of simply
June 2nd, 2020 - I do not know where to look for an example of a design of a simply supported slab per BS 8110 However in addition to self weight consisting of all permanent loads live loads have to be added Depending the length to width ratio the bending mom

Example on the Analysis and Design of Continuous Slab and
September 11th, 2020 - Design of the footing cantilever slab portion per meter strip Note that the bending moment in the slab is maximum at the face of the column in this case at the face of the upstand beams Width of the upstand beam 500mm 0 5m Hence Moment arm j xx 1 1– 0 5 2 0 30 m

RC Slab Design EC2 Worked example Bending
September 3rd, 2020 - A short tutorial showing how the main reinforcement in a simply supported slab is designed using EC2 A second video shows how the shear resistance of the sl

Design of Cantilever Slab Spreadsheet Engineering Books
September 13th, 2020 - Cantilever slabs are a typical one way slabs They are projections from wall face of lintel beams or floor slabs Even while designing they are considered as one slabs with cantilever fixed or continuous at supports The trial depth is selected based on span depth ratio of 7 as in IS 456
Punching Shear Design a Detailed Discussion Structural Guide
September 12th, 2020 - The information provided in BS 5400 is very useful And it covers almost all the different cases that could arise when we design slabs pile caps flat slabs footings raft foundations Distance to the critical shear perimeter is considered as 1.5d in BS 5400 Part 4 BS 8110 is also considered the same shear perimeter

Designed and detailed The Engineer
August 19th, 2020 - The purpose of this publication is to apply the principles of limit state design given in BS 8110 by means of a simple worked example for a reinforced concrete building frame The calculations and details are presented in a form suitable for design office purposes and are generally in accordance with the following pLhI ications

Design and Analysis of Slabs colincapranicom
September 7th, 2020 - Civil Engineering Design 1 11 Dr C Caprani 2 2 Example 1 Ultimate Behavior of One Way Spanning Slab Linear Elastic Analysis • Also note that we work out the total work done on the whole slab and not just per metre we need to do this for irregular shaped slabs Civil Engineering Design 1 18 Dr C Caprani

Manual for Design and Detailing of Reinforced Concrete to
September 12th, 2020 - Design examples charts are included with Manual for design of slabs pile caps and footings Nevertheless worked examples are enclosed in Appendix A based on empirical approach in accordance with the Australian New Zealand code AS NZS 1170 2 2011 The Australian New Zealand code is the

Slabs and Flat Slabs Concrete Centre
September 14th, 2020 - Slabs and Flat Slabs Lecture 5 19 th October 2016 Contents –Lecture 5 • Designing for shear in slabs including punching shear • Detailing –Solid slabs • Flat Slab Design –includes flexure worked example • Exercise Punching shear EC2 Webinar Autumn 2016 Lecture 5 2 Designing for shear in slabs and is similar to BS 8110 methods

Reinforced Concrete Analysis and Design
September 13th, 2020 - A typical example may be a precast T beam Moment of inertia In normal slab and beam or framed construction torsional rigidity of RC normal requirement as per clause 3 2 1 2 2 Of BS 8110 Part 1 1985 111 2 2 3 Redistribution of moments 2 2 3 1 Continuous beams

DESIGN OF SLABS DR HILTON WEBPAGE
September 13th, 2020 - One way simply supported slab • Analysis and design of the slab similar to design of simply supported beam as indicate in the previous chapter For 1m slab width • Moment Shear Force One way Continuous slab • For continuous slab moment and shear force can be obtained from Table 3 12 BS 8110 if the following conditions applied

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF a Reinforced concrete Residential
September 14th, 2020 - This structural design process has been carried out under use of BS8110 design code of practice Especially computations have been made by use of BS 8110 based spreadsheets publication produced by the Reinforced Concrete Council RCC as part of its project Spreadsheets for concrete design to BS 8110 and EC2

Approaches to Flat Slab Design UKDiss com
September 11th, 2020 - This is not an example of the work produced by our current practice of the design of reinforced concrete flat slab systems General code of practice of ACI 318 EC2 and BS 8110 requirements are presented along with the brief of the ACI direct design method EC2 BS8110 simplified coefficient method equivalent frame method yield line

Comparison Between British Standard and Euro Code in Term
September 13th, 2020 - After obtaining the concrete beam and slab design results of 4 tables 30 cases graphs will be produced to compares the results of BS 8110 and EC2 The value of bending moment and shear force are always lower for EC2 due to the partial safety factors which are lower than the one used by BS 8110 Material safety factor for Bs8110 is lower as

Two Way Slab Design to BS 8110 ExcelCales
August 3rd, 2020 - This spreadsheet performs an analysis and design of two way spanning reinforced concrete slab
Design is in accordance with BS 8110 1 1997. Bending moments coefficients have been taken from the BS code. The equations for the analysis have been obtained from the Reinforced Concrete Designer's Handbook by Reynolds and Steedman.

Structural Design of Flat Slabs to Eurocode 2 - Structville
September 14th, 2020 - In the Eurocodes the analysis of flat slab is the same as that recommended in BS 8110. According to clause 3.7.2.7 of BS 8110 the simplified method can be used for flat slabs that the lateral stability is not dependent on the slab and columns provided that the following conditions are met.

BS 8110 Concrete Centre
September 8th, 2020 - BS 8110 is a code of practice for the structural use of concrete. The relevant committee of the British Standards Institute considers that there is no need to support BS 8110 as the Department for Communities and Local Government have indicated that Eurocode 2 is acceptable for design according to the Building Regulations.

Design Of Reinforced Concrete Structures ii - Two Way Slabs
September 13th, 2020 - Design Of Reinforced Concrete Structures ii Two Way Slabs 8 C Cross sectional constant defines torsional properties C X smallest dimension in the section of edge beam Y Largest dimension in the section of edge beam. Note the C relation is applicable directly for rectangular section only but when used for L Shape beams we should divide it to two rectangular sections and find C.
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